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ABSTRACT 
This study reports on an inteneive 
arohaeologioal survey of a 50 acre portion of the 
proposed 364 acre lraat for Heritage !Ildus!rial Park in 
what has been known ae Pinder Hill Plaotation in 
Kershaw County. Situated south of 1-20 aod east of 
U.S. 601, the tract is found at the extreme west central 
edge of P'mder Hill, whioh extended across Gillies Ditoh 
to the Wateree River. The purpoee of this work wae to 
reoover aod evaluate arohaeologioal sites on the survey 
lraol 
Tho investigation inoluded oontaoling the 
South Carolina Department of Arohlves aod History 
with a request for aoy National Register siteo in the 
projeot area, as well as for infonnalion on any previous 
arohiteotural surveys whioh may have been oonduoted in 
the general vioinity. They reported that there are no 
previously recorded sites in the immediate projeot area, 
although Kershaw County has not reoeived an adequate 
survey. We aleo reviewed the site fileo of the South 
Carolina lnstitute of Arohaeology and Anthropology, 
whioh hae two archaeologioal sites in the immediate area 
reoorded (38KE204 aod 38KE205 lo the south). 
Our work al.o inoluded the oollection of a ohain 
of title for the projeot lraat. This was oompleted to al 
least 1751, with a referenoe which takes the properly 
kok to a royal graol. The title searoh wae supplemented 
by a quiok overview of primary dooumentation available 
for the tract, as well as examination of common 
seoondary histo.ciaal souroes. 
An in\'""""' shovel lest survey was undertaken 
al the 50 aore traot at 100-foot intervale. Shovel teoling 
intervals were reduced to 50 or 25-foot intervale when 
positive shovel tests were encountered. 
Two histocio sites, 38KE217 and 38KE218 
were reoorded and aesessed for this portion of the traol. 
Both oiles represent late nineteenth lo early twentieth 
century tenant sites. Theae sitee are recommended as 
not eligible for inolusion on the N alional Register of 
Historic Places. No further management work is 
reoommended. for theee two sites. 
There is, of couree, the poss;l,;J;ty that 
additional arohaeologiC1al or historic resouroea may he 
iden tilled during any oone:huotion or development on 
this 50 acre portion of the larger traol H is als.o very 
likely that aotekllum and postkllum arohaeologioal sitee 
will be identified on the remaining acreage of the lraat 
for the proposed Heritage Industrial Park. An intensive 
arohaeologioal survey, similar to this survey, is 
reoommended for this aoreage before development work 
is undertaken. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Backi;<round 
Tb inves!igaHon of 50 acres in the proposed 
364 aore lraot for the Heritage Industrial Park in 
Kershaw County was oonduoted by Dr. Michael T rinlJey 
and Ms. Rachel Campo of Chioora Found.Hon, Inc. for 
Mr. Nelson Lindsay of the Kershaw County Eoonomic 
Development Office. The 364 acre tract is looated 
about 7 miles southwest of Camden, in south central 
Kershaw County, just beyond the Fall and Sand Hills in 
the Coastal Plain (Figure 1). The lraol is just south of 
I-20 and adjacent lo U.S. 601, west of the Wateroe 
River {Figure 2). The 50 acre portion of th;, lariier lraot 
is located in the eastern part of the tract next to U.S. 
601 (Figure 3). 
On Februsry 12, 1999, Mr. N ekon Lindsay of 
the Kershaw County Economic Development Office 
contaoted Chicora Found.Hon requesting a proposal for 
an intensive archaeological survey of th;, 50 acre lrac~ 
which is in the very early stages of development. There 
was an inlereet in evalu.Hng the archaeological resouroes 
on the tract which might affect those development plans. 
The proposal was provided on February 15, 1999 and 
no ti~ to prooeed was received the same day. 
Speoilioally we were asked to spend several days 
oonduc!ing an intensive archaeological survey of 50 acres 
that make up the larger 364 acre area that has been 
known as P"mder Hill Plant.Hon. Previous btorioal 
research (Trinkely 1999) suggested the potenHal in this 
area for a numher of archaeologioal resouraes, including 
an antebelluru plantaHon and slave rows, postbellurn 
freedmen sites, and late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century tenant sites. This iniHal btoric research was 
originally undertaken for the larger 364 acre lraot and 
nece•earily providea a genemlized view of the larger 
Pinder Hall Plantation area. The previous btorioal 
research incorporated a review of the site files at the 
South Carolina lneHtule of Archaeology and 
Anthropology (SCIAA) and the South Carolina State 
Historic PreservaHon Offioe (SC SHPO) was contacted 
for any information on any N aHonal Register buildings, 
dialriot:s, strualures, sites, or objects in the vioinity of the 
364 acre tract. No archaeological sites or e~gible 
National Register Properties were looated in the 364 
acre ha.cl The nearest National Register Bite is the 
Mulberry Planf:ation House, nominated. a.a an 
outstanding example of Federal architecture and because 
of its close assooiaHon with the Chestnut farui.ly. The 
nearest arohaeologioal sites include the Mulberry Mounds 
(38KE12) and the Adamecm Mounds (38KE11), as well 
ae several silee inside the City of Camden. These sites 
are all relaHvely fur removed from the projeot tract. 
The primary goal. of tb study were to identify 
the archaeological resources located on the 50 acre 
portion of the proposed Heritage !Odustrial Park and 
assess the ability of these sites lo contribute significant 
archaeol"!lioal, historical, or anthropological data. The 
aseess:ment of the resaurciea essentially involves the site's 
ellgibikty for indu.ion on the N aHonal Register of 
Historic Places, although Chicora FoundaHou provides 
only an opinion of N alional Register eligibility and the 
final determination is made by the State Historic 
PreservaHon Officer at the South Carolina Department 
of Archives and History. 
In order to identify arcihaeologicial resources 
within tli_e 50 a.ace survey tea.ctr a strategy of intensive 
shovel testing was employed. Thie tet<ling would help us 
determine the possible location of several olruotures 
located on eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth century 
maps. The archaeological research was oonduoted as part 
of the first phase of work in the 364 acre tract, in an 
area of proposed development. Field investigations 
recovered two archaeological sites, 38KE217 and 
38KE218. Botlt sites 38KE217 and 38KE218 are 
recommended ., no\ eligible for inolueion on the 
National Register of Historic Places. 
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igure--1. Projeel area encompassing 364 acres in south central Kershaw County (baee map ie USGS State of South 
Carolina l :500,000}. 
INI'RODUCTION 
;gure 2. Projecl: are• for the proposed Heritage lnduslrial Park showing houndaries onJ topographlo feahm:a (k.e ma 
is USGS Lugoff, wifh l-20 overlaid using aeriJ images). 
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Figure 3. Survey traol encompassing 50 sores, showing boundaries and lopographlo features (base map ia USOS 
Luiioff, witb. 1-20 overlaid UBing aerial images) 
INTRODUCTION 
Curation 
Arohaeological site forms have 1een filed with 
tlie South Carolina Institute of Ai:ahaeology and 
Anthropology. The field notes, photographlo material., 
and artifaots resulting from these investigations will 1e 
curated al the South Carolina Institute of Ai:chaeology 
and Anthropology. 
These archaeological investigations were 
conduct.J from Fehu..ry 15 throU!lh February 16 by 
Ms. Rachel Campo and Mr. Todd HejW., with the report 
prepared on Febnuu:y 17 and 18, 1999. The hi.toric 
""'""""h was largely conducted by Ms. Kerri Barile, with 
tlie background investigations al SCIAA conduoted by 
Mr. Todd He;lik. M •. Kerri Barile al.a catalogued and 
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EFFECTIVE ENVIRONMENT 
The project il.l"ea, in the central portion of 
South Carolina, is located in Kerehaw County and the 
Atlantia Coaetal Plain. The proje& tract is just heyond 
the fialJ and Sand Hills loaated in the northern half of 
the coastal plain. Kershaw County is hounded to the 
north l,y Lancaster County, to the south l,y Sumter and 
Lee Counties, and to the weat l,y fiairfield and Richland 
COUtlties. 
The county oontairu< three pbyeiographic 
rOjlione: the Piedmon~ the Sandhills and the Coastal 
Plain. The Coastal Plain extend. horn the Atlantia 
Ooean for about 150 mlles to the fialJ Line, a tenn used 
to identify the transition zone between the soft sediments 
of tho CoaeW Plain and tho igneous and metamorphic 
rooks of the Piedmonl 
The Coastal Plain baa rolling topography, with 
elevations ranging from about 150 feet above mean sea 
level (AMSL) to 200 feet AMSL. In the adjacent 
floodplains and bvland. slopes range from 0 to 2% with 
elevations typically less than 150 feet AMSL. On the 
study tract the elevations range from about 250 feet in 
the eastern edge of the property, up to about 300 feet at 
the northwestern edge. The eas!em third of the tra& is 
relatively steeply sloping toward the lowland. (figure 4), 
while the central portion of the property, through which 
McCord fierry Road runs, is relatively level (fiigure 5). 
The survey area, therefore, is in alose oontaot 
with a range of phyeiographio regions. To the north are 
the die.eoted plain. consisting of the hills and valleys out 
by creek and rivers as they flow tow .... d the coaetal plain. 
Po.,;J,ly pm of the peneplain, the Piedmont is 
ohara&erized Ly the dendritio streun patterns and a 
range of melavoloanio, quartz, and quarlzi:le inaterials 
m<ed by N alive Americans for stone tool.. In the 
Coastal Plain, where tl1e topography changes 
dramatically, the hilly upper Coastal Plain gives way to 
the broad expans°' of relatively flat, level ground 
aseooiated with the lower Coastal Plain. These areas 
provide sources for Coastal Plain chert., J.o used 
exlensively for tool n1anufaature. 
The Wateree River drains the westem portion 
of the county, and Lynches and Little Lynches Rivers, 
tributaries of the Pee Dee River, drain the eastern 
portion. Numerous smaller streil.l"M (such as the Twenty 
fiive Mile Creek) are fowid throughout the county. 
The geology of the county is characterized by 
unconsilidated waler-laid had. of sand; sil~ and clay. 
Coastal Plain material consist. of marine-depoeited 
sediments m.de dominantly of quartz eand and kaobitio 
ckys (Mitchell 1989:101). 
The project area is charaoterized by three broad 
soil associations, Peli.on-Ooldsboro-Penianti soils, all of 
which are formed in sandy and loamy sediments. The 
study tra& indudee six soil series, all of which are 
moderately well drained to exc .. sively well drained 
(fiigm:e 6). Theee soils include Ailey sands, Blanton 
sands, Lakland ,.nds, Lugoff gravelly loamy sand., and 
Pelion loamy smds. All of these soils, wilh the 
exception of Lu~off gravelly loamy sand. and Peli.on 
lomay sand., are found 0n relatively level soils, with no 
more than a 6% slope. In contrast, the Pelion loamy 
sands and Lugofl gravelly loamy sand., while well 
drained, are found at elevations ranging from 10 to 
15%, typically on the side slopes ovedookiug the wet 
lowland.. 
Of !he well drained soils, most have a brown 
sandy AP horizon, although the Blanton soils have 
grayish surface soils. Most also have brownish subsoils, 
although the Blanton eoiJ. exhiliil a brownish-yellow 
eand. Erosion on most of the theee soils is limited, 
although there is concern with soil blowing on the 
Wagram sands:. 
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Figure 4. View of the survey tract to the east. 
Figure 5. View of the survey lrao\ showing MoCorJ Ferry Road. 
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EFflllCTIVE ENVIRONMENT 
Figure 6. Soil survey of the study h-aol (b.,,,e wap i8 Mitch.JI 1989: Map 55). 
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Both sites 38KE217 and 38KE218 aJ:e 
looa!ed on W .gram sands, which kve an Ap horizon of 
grayish hrowo (10YR5/2) sand up to eight inohes, and 
an El horizon of light yellowish brown (10YR6/4) sand 
up to 15 inohee. Both sites bave relatively intact soils, 
although the fJWIOY b:aot has been olear out and euhjeoted 
to erosion from these ao!ivitiee {Fi!lure 7). 
Elevation, latitude, and distanoe from the coast 
woik together lo affect the climate of South Carolina. In 
addition, the more weetedy mountains block or moderate 
many of the cold air mase .. that flow aoroee the slate 
from weet to e .. l Even the very cold air mass"" which 
cross the mountains are wanned. somewhat hy 
compre,.ion before they descend on the Piedmont and 
adjacent Sand Hills. 
Consequently, the climate of Kershaw 
Counties is temperate. The winters are relatively mild 
and the summers warm and humid. Rainfall in the 
amount of about 46 inches is adequate, although less 
than in some neighboring counties. About 27 inch .. of 
rain occur during the growing e:eason, with periods of 
drought no\ uncommou during the summer months. A. 
Hilliard illustrates, th.,.. droughta tended lo he localized 
and tended to OClOttr several years in a row, inoteasing the 
hardahip on thoge attempting to reoover from the 
previous year's crop failure (Hilliard 1984: 16). Perhaps 
the heat wide-scale example of this W<Ul the drought of 
1845, which caused a series of very serious grain and 
food shortages throughout the slate. 
floristics 
The rutural veiietation of the project ru:ea is the 
Oak-Hickory-Pine forest, composed of medium tall lo 
tall for..ta of broadlesf deciduous and needle\eaf 
overgreen tree.< (Knobler 1964). The major oomponeo\s 
o( this """"Y'lcm include hickory, ehort\eaf pine, loblo\ly 
pine, white oak, and post Currently, the vegetation 
SU1'roundin~ in the survey area (lonaists of mixed pines 
and hardwood.. A portion of the tract's vegetation 
consi&le of tall gras•es. 
~-.--: ,-;._' ;~.-~=.:.:-:?~-
-. _-_ ~·-- : ' ' 
: -_, ~. 
':'.'' 
Figure 7. View of areae within the •urvey tract that have been clearcut. 
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PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC BACKGROUND 
Pre'historic Overview 
OvervieWB for South Carolina's prehistory, 
while of differing length. and oomplexity, are available in 
virluail.y fIVery aomplianoe report prepared.. There are, in 
addition, some "ola.ssio" sources well worth attention, 
auoh as Joffre Coe'• Formatioo Cultures (Coe 1964), ae 
well ae some new general overviews (euoh as Sassaman et 
al 1990 and Goodyear and Hawon 1989). Also 
extremely helpful, perhaps even eBBential, are a handful 
of reoent local aynthetic atatemenls, such as that offered 
by Sasaarnan and Anderson (1994) for the Middle and 
Late Arohaio and by Anderson et al (1992) for the 
Paleoindian and Early .Arohaic. Only a few of the many 
sources are inoluded in th;, atudy, but they ehould be 
·adequate to give the reader a 'feel' for the area and help 
eatabli.h a oontext for the variODJ! sites identilied in the 
atudy areas. For those deeiring a more general synthesis, . 
perhaps the moat readable and well balanced is that 
offered by Judith BeOEe (1994), Arc/1aeo/ogy of the 
So~ United States: Paleoindian fu World War I. 
Figure 8 offers a generalized view of South Carolina's 
oultural period.. 
Paleoindian Period 
The Paleoindian Period, moat commonly dated 
from about 12,000 to 10,000 B.P., is evidenoed by 
baaally thinned, aide-notch projectile poin!a; fluted, 
lanoeolate projeotile points, side scrapers, end scrapers; 
and drilla (Coe 1964; Michie 1977; Williama 1965). 
The Paleoindian oooupalion, while widespread, 
does not appear to have been intensive. Artifacts are 
moat frequently found along major river drainageB, whloh 
Michie interpre!a to aupporl the conoept of an eoonomy 
'oriented toward the exploitation of now ex!inot mega-
fauna!' {Michie 1977:124). Survey data for Paleoindian 
tools, moat notably fluted poin!a, is somewhat dated, but 
has been summarized by Ch.Jee and Miohie 1992). 
They reveal a widespread distribution aoroaa the state (see 
also Anderson l 992b:Figure 5.1) with at least several 
concentratioru! relating to intensity of colleator activity. 
Dislinotive projeotile points inolude lanoeolates 
such as Clovis, Dalton, perhaps the Hardaway, and Big 
Sandy (Coe 1964; Phelps 1983; Oliver 1985). A 
temporal eequenoe of Paleoindian projectile points was 
proposed by Williama (1965:24-51), but aooording to 
Phelps. (1983:18) there is little Blratigraphlo or 
chronometric evidence for it. While th.is is cerlainly true, 
a number of authors, such ae Anderson (1992a) and 
Oliver (1985) liave assembled impressive data eels. We 
are inclined to believe that while often not oondusively 
proven by stratigraphic excavalions (and such proof may 
be an unreasonable expectation}, there is a large body of 
ciroumatanti.J evidence. The weight of this evidence 
tends to provide considerable support. 
Unfortunately, relatively little is known about 
Pal.oiodian eubeistenoe atrategiea, ,.ttlement ayalema, or 
social organization (see, however, Anderson 19921 for 
an excellent overviev.r and synthesis of what is known). 
Generally, arohaeologiste agree that the Paleoindian 
groups were at a band level of eooiety, were nomadic, and 
were both hunters and foragers. While population 
density, based on isolated finds, is thought lo have been 
low, Wal th all auggeata that toward the end of the period, 
11there was an increase in population density and in 
territoriality and that a number of new resource areas 
were beginning lo be exploited" (Walthall 1980:30). 
Archaic Period 
The Arohaic Period, whioh dates from 10,000 
to 3,000 B.P.1, doee not form a sharp break with the 
1 The terminal point for the Archaio ia: no clearer 
tban tki for the Paleoindian and many researchers suggest a 
terminal dale of 4,000 B.P. rather than 3,000 B.P. Tb.re is 
also the quenion of whether ceramics, auoh ae the fibor-
tempered Stallings ware, will be mclud.d 8S Archaic, or will be 
mcb.rled with the Wood.land. OJi,.,,, for example, argues that 
the incluirlon of cerarniCA with T .ntA Arnk.;., :11+-r1J..,,1--
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Paleoindian Period, but is a slow tranaition characterized 
by a modem climate and an increaae in the diveraity of 
material 1Julture. AssoaiateJ with this is a reliande on a 
broad apeclmm of small mammals, although the while 
tailed deer was likely the moat commonly exploited 
animal. Archaic period a.aaemblagea, exemplified by 
comer-notched and broad-stemmed projeolile point., are 
fairly common, perhaps because the swamps and 
drainages offered especially allraolive eootoneg. 
Many research.,. have reported data suggestive 
of a noticeable population increase from the Paleoindian 
into the Early Archaic. Thia has tenlalively been 
aasoo.iated with a greater emphW!is on foraging. 
Diagnostic Early A.chaic artifacts include the Kirk 
Corner Notched point. A. the climate heoarne hotter 
and drier than the previoua Paleoindian period, reaulting 
in vegelational changes, it also affected aettleroent 
patterning aa evidenced hy a long-term Kuk phase 
midden deposit at the H.,daway Bite (Coe 1964:60). 
Thia is believed to have been the result of a change in 
suhsiatenoe atrategies. 
Settleroenla during the Early Archaic suggest 
the preaenoe of a few very large, and applll:ently 
intensively occupied, sites which can beat be considered 
base oarnpe. Hardaway might be one such site. In 
addition, there were numerous small ailea which produce 
only a few arlifuots - these are the "nehv-ork of tracks" 
ruentioued by Ward (1983:65}. The kae campe produce 
a wide range of artifact typea and raw material. which haa 
suggested to many res~ahers long-term, perhaps 
seasonal or multi-aeasonal, oocupalion. In oonbmit, the 
"oomphcat:es and confuses olaseilication and interpreiation 
n.,.dJ....Jy' (Oliv.r 1981,20). Ho oommenlB ibai acoonling lo 
tk original definition of tbe Ar"haia, it 11repreeanle a 
preceramio hnizon" and tkt "the presence of oeramica provides 
a convenient marker fur i!eparation of f1i:t Axoba.ic and 
Woodland periods (Oliv.r 1981':31). olli.m would oounter 
tba.t swh an approaoli ignores oJtural C)Ontinui.ty and forces an 
artilioia~ and perhaps ~tic, aeparation. Saaeaman and 
And"'90n (1994'38-44), for example, malude s~ and 
Thom's Creek wartlS in tbir diecru:9Bion of 11Lab.o Arohaia 
Palmy.' Wbil. llrie ;.,,,. has b...n of ,,,,,.;de,.\, le imporlanee 
abng the Carolina end Goorgia coasts, il J,., n<M>< affeotod the 
Pi.dmont, wbiob'"""" lo have embra~ pottsry far law, well 
into the oonventional Woodlaod period. The imporlanoe of the 
issue in the Sandhills, unfortunately, is not well known. 
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smaller 9itea are thought of as special purpose or foraging 
sites (see Ward 1983:67). 
Middle Archaic (8,000 to 6,000 B.P.) 
diagnostic artifacts inolude Mon:ow Mountain, Guilford, 
Stanly and Halifax projectile Point.. Muoh of our beat 
information on the Middle Arohaic comes from sites 
investigated weat of the Appalaohlan Mountains, such as 
the work by Jeff Chapman and Ju. student. in the Little 
Tennessee River V all~y (for a general overview see 
Chapman l 9Tl, l 985a, l 985b). There is good evidence 
that Middle Archaic lithio technologies ohanged 
dramatically. End scrapers, at times assooialed with 
Pa\eoindian traditions, are discontinued, raw materials 
tend to tefloot the greahrr use of looally avail.hie 
ma.terials, and morlars are initially introduoed. 
Associated with these teohnological changea there seem 
to also be some significant aultural modifications. 
Prepared huriale begin to more oommonly ooour and 
otorege pita are identili.ed. The work at Middle Axchaic 
river valley eitee, with their evidence of a diverse floral 
and fauna! aub,istence base, aeerne_ lo stand in atark 
oonlraet lo Caldwell's Middle A.chaic 'Old Quartz 
Industry" of Georgia and the Carolinas, where axes, 
choppera, and ground and polished atone tools are very 
:tare. 
The Lale Archaic, usually dated from b,000 to 
3,000 or 4,000 B.P., is characterized by the appearance 
of large, square stemmed Savannah River projectile 
points (Coe 1964). These people continued lo 
inlen,ively exploit the uplands much like earlier A.chaic 
grmipe with, the bulk of our data for this period coming 
from the Uwharrie region in North Carolina. 
In addition to the presence of Savannah River 
points, the Late Archaic also witnessed the introduction 
of ateatite ve.,els (see Coe 1964:112-113; Sassaman 
1993), poli.hed and peoked atone artifacts, and grinding 
atones. Some also include the introduction of fikr-
tempered pottery ahoul 4000 B.P. in the Late Archaic 
~or a discussion see Saaaarnan and Anderaon 1994:38-
44). Thia innovation is of special imporlanoe along the 
Georgia and South Carolina ooasls, but seems to have 
had only minimal impact in the uplands of South or 
North Carolina. 
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There ill evidence that during the Late Arebalo 
the climate beiian to approximate modern ollmatio 
conditions. Rainfall increased reeulling in a more lush 
vegetation pattern. The pollen reoord indioatee an 
inorea•e in pine wh.ioh reduced the oa1-hiokory nut 
maels wh.ioh previously were so widaepread. This change 
probably affected eettlement pal:terning eince nut maete 
were now more isolated. and concentrated. From reeearoh 
in the Savannah River valley near Aiken, South 
Carolina, Sassaman has found considerable diversity in 
Late Arebalo site lypee with sitee oecurring in virtually 
every upland environmental zone. He euggeete that this 
more o~mplex settlement patl:em evolved from an 
inoreaeingly complex oooio-eoonontlo system. While it is 
unlikely that this model oao be eimply transferred to the 
Sandhills of South Carolina without an extensive review 
of Bile data and mioro-envirorunental data, it does 
demoniJtrate one approach to tmderstanding the 
transition from Arebalo to Woodland. 
Woodland Period 
A. previously discussed, there are those who eee 
the Woodland beginning with the introduction of 
pottery. Under this eoenario tbe Early Woodland may 
begin aB early as 4,500 B.P. and continued to about 
2,300 B.P. Diagnoetioe would -include the email variety 
of the Late Archaic Savannah River Ste=ed point 
(Oliver 1985) aod pottery of the Stallings and Thome 
Creek eeriee. These eand tempered Thome Creek waree 
are decorated using punolations, jab-and-drag, and 
incised designs (Trinkley 1976). Ako potentially 
included are Refuge wares, also oharaolerized by eandy 
paele, but often having only a plain or dentate-Btamped 
surfane (Waring 1968). Others would have the 
Woodland beginning about 3,000 B.P. and perhaps as 
late ae 2,500 B.P. with the introduolion of pottery 
which is cord-marked or fabrio-impreseed and euggeslive 
of influences from northern cultures. 
There romaine, in South Cerolina, ooneiderable 
ambiguity reganling the pottery eeries fouud in the 
SandhJls and tbeir assooia.tiou with coastal plain and 
piedmont types. The earlieet pottery found at many sites 
may be called either Deptford or Yadkin, depeuding on 
the researoh oi: their inohnation at any given :moment. 
The Deptford phaee, wh.ioh dates from 3050 to 
1350 B.P., is best ohara.olerized by fine to ooaxse sandy 
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paste pottery with a check stamped eurface treatrueut. 
The Deptford settleruent pattern involves both coastal 
and inland sites. 
Inland eileo euoh as 38AK228-W, 38LX5, 
38RD60, and 38BM40 indicate the presence of a.u 
exten.ive Deptford occupation on the Fall Line and the 
Inner Coastal Plain/Saud Hills, although sandy, acidic 
soils preclude statements on the subsistence base 
(Andereon 1979; Ryan 1972; Trinkley 1980). These 
interior or upland Deptford sites, however, are strongly 
associated. with the swamp terraoe edge, and this 
environn1ent is productive not only in nut masts, but also 
in large mammal, such as deer. Perhape the best data 
oonoerning Deptford. "hase oampsn comes from the 
Lewis-West site (38AK228-W), where evidence of 
abundant food romaine, etorage pit features, elaborate 
material aultur~, mortuary behavior, and araft 
specialization has been reported (Sasea.man et al. 
1990:96-98; see also Sasea.ma.n 1993 for eimilar data 
recovered from 38AK157). 
Further to fue north a.ud wee~ in the 
Piedmon~ the Early Woodland is marked by a pottery 
lype defined by Coe (1964:27-29) as Ba.din.2 Thia 
pottery is ideutified a.s having very fine sand in the paste 
with an occasional pebble. Coe identified cord-marked, 
fabnc-m..ked, net-impressed, and plain eurfaoe finiehes. 
Beyond this pottery little is bown about the makers of 
the Badin wares and relatively few of these eherds are 
reported from Soulh Carolina sites. 
Somewhat more information is available for the 
Middle Woodland, typically given the range of about 
2,300 B.P. lo 1,200 B.P. In the Piedmont and even 
into the Sand Hills, the dominant Middle Woodland 
oeramio type is typically identified as the Yadkin series. 
Characterized by a crushed quartz temper the pottery 
includes eurfaoe lrealmente of cord-marked, fa.bric-
marked, a.ud a. very few linear oheok-stamped sherds (Coe 
1964:30-32). It ie regrettable that several of the 
2 The ceramios suggest clear regional differences 
during the Woodland whioh '80m lo only be magnified during 
lb. late.- pba,.,. w.,J (1983:71), Im example, notes !hat th.,, 
'm.,kd dm±ooHone' b.iw..n the polie')' from the Buggs 
Island and Gaston ReservoU. and that from tho eouth-oentral 
Piedmont. 
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seemingly "beat" Y ad.kin sites, suoh as the Trestle site 
(31Anl9) explored by Peter Cooper (Ward 1983:72-
73), have never been published. 
Yadkin oeramioa are assooiated with meclium-
eized triangular points, although Oliver (1981) ettgjleets 
that a continuation of the Piedmont Stemmed Tradition 
to at least 1650 B.P. coexisted with this Triangular 
Tradition. The Y .JI.in in South Carolina hae been beet 
explored by research at 38SU83 in Sumter County 
(Blanton et al. 1986) and at 38FL249 in Florence 
County (Trinkley et al. 1993) 
In some reepeets the Late Woodland (1,200 
B.P. to 400 B.P.) may he oharaeterized as a 
continuation of previcus Middle Woodland cultural 
aseemhlagee. While outside the Carolinas there were 
major cultural changes, such as the continued 
devalopment and elaboration of agriculture, the Carolina 
groups settled into a lifeway not appreciably different 
from that observed for the previcus 500-700 years. 
From the vantage point of the Middle Savannah Valley 
Saesaman and his colleagues note that, 'the Late 
Woodland ie difficult to delineate typologically from its 
antecedent or from the eubeequent MieeUisippian period' 
(Sassaman et al. 1990:14). Thia situation wculd remain 
unchanged until the development of the South 
Appalachian MissUieippian complex (see Ferguson 
1971). 
Historic Overview of the Comden Area 
Although four counties, Berkeley, Craven, 
Colleton, and Granville, were created by the Carolina 
Proprietors between 1682 and 1685, the Anglican 
parUihes, eetahlished in 1706, heoame the local unit of 
political adminu.lration. Still, the coaetal area 
maintained the reina of power and the Back County wae 
largely unrepresented. In addition, with the settlement of 
the Y emaeeee War of 1715, many Native American 
groups were foroed from the region, allowing a more 
aggreesive settlement policy (Wallace 1951). From about 
1715 to 1727 there was a period of lremendoue luet for 
land, with !he aooompanying fraud so conunon to period 
politics. In 1730 Governor Robert Johnson began a 
policy of frontier settlement, hinged on !he creation of 
11 townships intended to increase the number of small, 
white fannere. Thia increased settlement would provide 
protection from South Carolina's enemies from within 
(as the African American slaves were viewed) and from 
without {including both the Spanish and the Native 
Americans). 
Wilh the creation of Georgia, only nine of the 
proposed 11 townships were actually eetablished. One of 
these was lo be 'on the River Watery,' and called 
Fredrick.burgh Township (Kirkland and Kennedy 
1905:9-10). Laid out with the Wateree River on one 
side, it was to he six miles square and contain 60,000 
aClres. An area 12 miles square was to surround the 
towo•hip, being reserved for those settling within the 
township. Each resident was to receive a town lot and 50 
acres for each member of their family. The Royal 
Council employed Jaroes St. Julien for £500 to survey 
the towoship in 1733. 
The T 0M1Shlp focueed on the area around Pine 
Tree Creek. Kirkland and Keonedy (1905:!:13) note 
that the original grand plat for Fredrick.burgh no longer 
survives and only three town lots were apparently every 
laid out, •uggesling a le., than successful beginning. 
Most of the land appears lo have beeo sold ae large 
lracla. Tb practice continued well into the 1750s when 
a number of Qua~ere C!ame into the region, settling 
primarily along the river. 
St. Mark's Paru.h wae established in the area 
from !he Congaree River norlhward to the Lynchee River 
in 1757. One of the esrhest records of settlemeot in the 
area is the establishment of Joseph Kershaw'• •tore at 
P'me Tree Creek, with a small village growing up around 
the store. There iJl no mention of Camden until 1768 
when the Assembly established a Cirauit Court at 
Camden in the Camden District. The first court was 
held at "Mr. Kershaw'• hrew house" in Camden in 1773 
(Wittkowsky and Moseley 1923:8). 
Curiously, as late as 1773-5, neither the 
Mouzon or Cook maps show much activity on the 
outskris of Camden (Figure 9). No settlement iJl found 
in the study lracl and the closest is that of Martin, 
probably Jamee Marlin (d. 1786), to the north. 
Doring the American Revolution Camden was 
the scene of much turmoil. The City was occupied by 
British forcee from June 1780 through May 1781. Two 
battles, both horrific defeats for the American forces, 
took place in the area. The Battle of Camden, in August 
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Figure 9. Portion of Mouzon'• 1775 "AnAcourate Map of North and South Carolina ohowing the project area. 
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1780, took place about 8 miles north of town aod 
Nathanael Gates was decisively defeated by Lord 
Cornwallis. At Hobkirk Hill in April 1781 the 
Americans, under Horatio Greene, were defeated by the 
Britieh forces under Lord Rawdon. Although a victory 
for the British, the situation afterwanla was so untenable 
that they withdrew from Camden a short lime later. 
W all...,e notes thai many of the loyalist families that left 
Camden with Lord Rawdon 'perished miserably in the 
huts of 'Rawdontown' outside of Charleston" (Wall..,. 
1951:316). 
After the American Revolution and ;,;to the 
early nineteenth century Camden and the sw:rounding 
plantations slipped into a relatively prosperous peace. 
Camden was visited by Washington during his 1791 
Southern tour and the town had been incorporated orJy 
a few month. before W asbington's anival. Although 
called 'a very pretty Town' by North Carolinian James 
Iredell, W ashlngton characterized it as orJy as: 
a small place with appearances of 
some new huildint:s. It was muoh 
injured by the British whilat in their 
possession {Lipscomb 1993:71). 
While in Camden, Washing ton dined at one of the finest 
houses in town - the home of John Chesnut on the 
comer of Fair and King Streets {now moved to 1413 
Mill Street) and later toured the nearby battlefields and 
their still extant skinnish lines. 
The architecture of Camden was further 
reviewed by Robert Gihnor during his trip through the 
county in the first decade of the nineteenth century. He 
noted that: 
Camden is a small pretty village, 
made beautiful by the haodsome 
houses of Col Chesnut & his son, 
with one or two others, all which are 
built in the New York style, with 
piazzas & painted white with red roofs 
(Teal 1997:n.p.). 
By the 1820s the Kershaw District had heen 
created and Mills notes that the Quakers had largely 
deserted the Camden area, primarily as a reeponse to 
slavery (Mills 1972:586 11826]). Cotton was the staple, 
although com, wheat, and rye were being rai•ed for home 
conswnplion. Camden was also a center for milling both 
before and after the American Revolution (Mills 
1972:588 [18261). The influence of cotton can be seen 
in the increase of slavery in the district. ln 1800 there 
were 4,606 whites in the district with 2,530 African 
Americao slaves. By 1820 the white population had 
grown to only 5,628, while the number of slaves had 
increased to 6,692. This increase in slave population 
w01Jd not orJy increase, but the white population would 
begin to decline toward the Civil War. ln 1850, for 
""ample, there were 9,578 slaves, but only 4,681 whites 
(DeBow 1854:302; Mills 1972:589 [1826]). 
Camden had reoovered from the Revolution and 
Mills reported that it was the center of the cotton trade 
for this region of South Carolina (Mills 
1972:590118261). 
Kershaw's first railroad did not arrive until 
1846, with \he opening of a btanoh line oonneal:ing 
Camden with the main line that ran from Charleston to 
Columbia. Prior to thit3 Camden's mercantile interests 
wei:e promobJ by hauling cotton on tb.e river to either 
Ch.rleston or Georgetown. A steamboat line between 
Camden and Charleston was begun in 1835. While not 
really successful because of the fluctuating waler level., 
it was continued intermittently into the early 1900s 
(Wittkowsky and Moseley 1923:12). 
Camden was largely quiet during the Civil War 
and it wasn't unHl Shermao's march that the looal 
inhabitants experienced war first-hand. A detachment 
entered Camden February 24, 1865 and burned a 
number of buildings. Union troops again canie through 
on April 18, and the town was finally occupied by a 
Federal gani•on of the 25th Ohio Volunteers on June 
14 under Captain C. W. Ferguson {Kirkland and 
Kennedy 1905:1:34-35). Civil authorities look control 
of the city on November 1, 1865, although troops were 
not removed until March 1866. 
After the Civil War plantation houses were 
destroyed, portions of Camden were burned, the 
agricultural base of slavery was destroyed, and the 
economic system was in chaos. Rebuilding after the war 
involved two primary taek.: forging a new relationship 
between white land owners and black freedmen, and 
creating a new economic onler through credit merchants. 
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General souroes discussing the changes in South 
Carolina include Williamgon (1975) and Zuazek (1996). 
South Carolina's reconstruction was made 
harder than necessary by a ruling class that refused to 
aooapt the demiBe not only of the Confederacy, but also 
of slave<y. Foner notes that the South Carohna and 
Mississippi legislatures further antsgonized the Radicals 
in Congress with the enactment of the first, and most 
severe, of the so-called Black Codes toward the end of 
1865. He observes that: 
South Carolina's Code was in some 
respects even more dismim.inatory 
[than Mississippi's], although it 
contained pr0V1B1ona, such aa 
prohibiting the expulsion of aged 
freedmen from plantations, designed 
to reinvillorate paternalism and clothe 
it with the force of law. It did not 
forbid blacks to rent land, but barred 
them from following any oooupa\ion 
other than farmer or servant except by 
paying an annnal tax ranging from 
$10 to $100 (a severe blow to the 
free black community of Charleston 
and to former slave artisans). The law 
required blacks to sign annual 
contracts and included elaborate 
provisions regulating relations 
between 'servanla" and their 
'ma.stem,' inaluding labor from sunup 
to sundown and a ban on leaving the 
plantation, or entertaining guesl:e 
upon it, without permission of the · 
employer. A vagrancy law apphed to 
unemployed blacks, 'persona who lead 
idle or disorderly lives," and even 
traveling airouses, fortune tellers, and 
thespians (Foner 1988:199-200). 
Curiously these, and similar, laws were not developed by 
extreme seoessionisla. Rather, South Carolina's Black 
Code was artionlated by conservative Whig U nionisla, 
hke Benjamin Perry. Although some in the state 
desarihed the efforla as "madoess' which would never he 
accepted by the Radice! Cougress, more were obsessed by 
the idea that blacks wonld never work nulees forced to do 
so. They were elso alarmed by the increasing militancy of 
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their former "aeivants. 11 
As Congress considered a variety of measures to 
ensure reconstruolion, violence raged over n1any areas of 
South Carolina, including the Kershaw District (Zuczek 
1996:53). Two "reconstruction" acts were passed in 
March 1867 over Johnson's veto. Congress carved the 
South into five mihta<y districts. Many ex-Confederates 
were at least temporarily barred from voting or holding 
office, new governments were created, and blacb were 
given the right to vote. Finally, only after ratification of 
the Fourteenth Amendment wonld Southern states 
finally be readmitted to the Union. South Carolina 
began to realize the results of defeat in war. 
The milhng indust<y which had a long histo<y 
in the Camden area at least partially revitalized after the 
Civil War. By 1884 there were 43 flour and grist mills 
reported in Kershaw County, alonE with 16 lumber mills 
and six turpentine refineries. Of the grist and flour mills 
ahout two-thuds were water powered and a thud were 
steam powered (Anonymoua 1884). By 1915 the 
number of mills had heeo reduced to three, although two 
ootlon mills were situated in Camden- the Hermitage 
Cotton Mills with over 16,000 spindles and the Pine 
Creek Manufaoturiag Company with neady 19,000. The 
Hermitage produced sheetin!l", while Pine Tree 
manufactured print cloths (Walson l 916:Table 1). 
Whtle some industry oame to the Camden area 
after the Civil War, at least partially encouraged by the 
Seaboard Air Line which was completed in 1899, 
agrioulhu:e wae soll the primacy ooaupation in the re~ion. 
In 1915 there was one cotton seed oil mill in Camden 
and the cotton crop had steadily increased from 21,527 
balee in 1910 lo 30,652 bales in 1914 (Wat.on 
1916:79). 
By the eady 1920s Wittkowsky and Moeeley 
commented that farm tenancy in the county was 11one of 
the worst, if not the woret, eoonomia and sooial evils" 
(Wittkaweky and Moaeley 1923:31). In Ke,,,haw County 
67.1% of the farms were worked by tenanla (including 
:both rentecs and sharecroppers), oomparecl to a state 
average of only 64.5%. Farm mortgages were high and 
relatively httle of the land (only 47 .8%) was improved-
deecribeJ as "entirely too httle for our county" 
(Wittkowsky and Moseley 1923:48). 
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Moreover, the rebanae on ootton was strangling 
edonomio development, encouraging tenanoy1 and 
promoting the waste of the land. They also warned lliat 
the cotton kingdom was focusing attention away from 
su1.istenoe ocops, so that only a small proportion of the 
food and feed necessary for the county was actually 
produced in surrounding hums {Wittkowsky and Moseley 
1923:50). They also warned of the coming of the holJ 
weevil and that cotton production had already fallen from 
40,000 bales in 1920 to only 13,000 hales in 1921. 
Camden is situated in what was called the 
"Black Belt," the area of oldest plantations. During the 
1930s this area had very large proportions of bolh 
tenants and blaab. One of the heat studies of tenaooy in 
this region was that by T.J. Woofter {1936). In 1930 
73% of the far01ers in the Black Belt were tenaots 
(compared to 60% in the adjacent Atlantia Coastal Plain 
and 63% in the Piedmont). Nearly ha.If of the plaotation 
were ahnost exclusively operated by African American 
tenants or Were operated by both whites and blacks. Only 
2.7% of the plantations were operated only by whites. 
Mixed teoanoy was also most common {representing 
75.7°/o of !he tenants), followed by croppers {representing 
13.4%). While the net income of the plantation owner 
in the Black Belt was a meager $1,462, the tenaots' net 
incomes were only $127 for croppers and $106 for 
shares. T enanoy cast a very long shadow over all of 
South Carolina- induding Kershaw County. Although 
the literature is filled with tenancy studies thoee by 
Goldenweiser and Truesdell (1924), John.on et al. 
{1935), Poe {1934) provide an excellent overview. 
Previous Archaeoloe'ical lnvestieations 
There is little koown oonoemhlJl prehistoric 
sites in this area. There are a number of historic plats or 
maps of the Camden area which reveal the locations of 
Native American settlements. For example, there is !he 
Indian Town (Anonymous 1992:10) shown on a variety 
of early maps. Kirkland and Kennedy note Iha!: 
On Cook and Mouzon'• map of 
1771, an "Indian Town" is 
represented in the fork of Big and 
Little Pine Tree Creeks, adjacent to 
Camden on the eas~ just where !he 
Camden Cotton Mill is situated. This 
spot also is indicated as 'Indian 
Camp," upon the plat of a large tract 
of land conveyed in 1796 by John 
KeIEhaw to Duncan MaRae and 
Zachery Cantey (:Kirkland and 
Kennedy l 905:I:40). 
The Camden Cotton Mill became the Heritage Cotton 
Mill, eituated on the souih side of the Old Bishopville 
Road. The Camden South USGS topographic map 
reveale that the Heritage Mills are etill looated in this 
area, although the City of Camden has ahnoet covered 
the area, 
Other historic Indian towns are suggested by 
John Stuart's Map of South Carolina and A Part of 
Georgia, published in 1780, which illustrates an 'Indian 
Town belonging lo the Catawba Na ti on now reduced to 
80 Fighting Men," oloee to the head waters of Sanders 
Creek above Camden and the Blanding Map of the 
Camden area, which ehows an Indian village al the 
junction of Town Creek and the Wateree River. There 
has not, however, heen any real effort to identify any of 
these hietoric villages. In fact, Blanding illustr•tes two · 
additional villages north of Camden, kth of which are 
today tmder the waten! of Wateree Lake. 
An examination of the archaeological Bite files 
at the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and 
Anthropology {SCIAA) reveals that no eitee are recorded 
within the ~ey tracl. To the south, however, are two 
recorded eites. Site 38KE204 is situated at the 
soulhwest oomer of U.S. 601 aod McCord Ferry Road. 
The site consists of a ecatter of brick rubble, representing 
piem, pieces of tin roofing, and other surface remains. It 
likely represented a general store/ gas station and living 
quarters for the proprietor. Site 38KE205 was •ituated 
at the west edge of U.S. 601 and included a range of 
historic remains, including some which may have been 
nineteenth century (frinkley and Adams 1992b:9-10). 
Both sites were identified during a survey of a proposed 
power line corridor for Santee Cooper. AE a result, a 
relatively narrow corridor was examined and relatively 
little information concerning the overall eettlernent 
density or site types can he extrapolated from this 
researoh. 
Other previons archaeological investigations in 
Kershaw County are presented in Ferguson (1971). 
Goodyear and Anderson {n.d.), and Lewis (1976). In 
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the 1820•, Dr. Will;am Blanding visited a num1er of 
silee in the area aod some of Ju. findings were published 
in 1848 in Squire and Davia· Ancient Monurnents of tlze 
MissisBippi Valley. In addition, George Stuart (1975) 
preeenteJ a fairly detailed description of middle Wateree 
post-arohaeio oooupation. The•• latter two otudies 
concenf:rate on a number of late preh.istorio mounds and 
settlements looated in the Camden vioinily. 
Historic Docnmen!alion of the Study T racl 
paroe!.: 
The study traot today oonsi•ts of three tax map 
The fu.t is TMS 324-08, whioh inoludes 
223.28 aores, only 46.5 aores of whioh are 
inoluded in the study tract. The remaining 
176.78 acres are situated to the north aod east 
of the study tract. 
The second is TMS 338-23, which includes 
458.74 aores, with ahout half or 267.87 aores, 
included in the study traol The remaining 
190.87 acres are found to the east of the study 
tract. 
The third parcel is TMS 338-69. All 50 aores 
of tin. parcel are included in the study tract. 
These three tracts are shown overlaid on the USGS 
topographic map for the project area in Figure 10. The 
first two parcels have heen most recently owoed hy 
Pinder Hill A.sociation (Canal Trading Compaoy, 
Conway, South Carolina), while the third is owoed by 
Kershaw County, being purohaeed fxom the P-mder Hill 
As•ociation in 1995 (Kershaw County Clerk of Court, 
DB 371, pg. 96). 
Our lu.tory of the Pinder Hill tract hegins 
about 1751 when the lract wae apparently purch .. ed by 
Duncan McRae (also spelled MoRa) fxom James Mickie. 
Miobe, in tum, is reported to have acquired the properly 
fxom a royal grant (will of Dunoan MoRae, Kershaw 
County probate Court Will Book 1, page 1). Although 
we have heen unable to idenlify a James Mickie thus far, 
Kirkland and Kennedy (1905:1:390) do mention that 
the Mickle family aoquired properly in the immediate 
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area fxom royal grants.3 Additional researoh at the S.C. 
Department of Archives and History would likely he able 
to resolve this iflsue. 
Regardlm, it is clear that McRae held the 
properly throughout the late colonial and early 
antehellum periods (until Ju. death in 1824). 
Immigrating fxom Scotland after his birth in 1754, he 
may have been in Camden as early aB 1789 when he 
married Mary, eldest daughter of John Chesnul We also 
know that ae early .. 1782 he was a trading partner in a 
firm with John Chesnut and John Adamson {Kixkland 
and Kennedy 1905:1:387-388). It may be, however, 
that this early aBBOciation with Cheanut was from the 
Chesterfield area, where he was apparently serving as a 
Justioe and that it wasn't until he married Chesnut's 
daughter that he looked toward Camden as home. 
In addition to the Properly on t:he Wateree, 
McRae also owned a mill on Big Pine Tree Creek which 
operated until it burned in 1811. The following year he 
apparently opened a second mill on Little Pine Tree 
Creek {Kixkland and Kennedy 1905:!:388). 
Milli Atlas of the oounly reveals the looation of 
the Mnlherry Mounds (shown as I Mound on the map). 
The settlement for "D.MoRas" is showo at the edge of 
the Wateree, above Town Creek on the opposite side 
(Figure 11). We know fxom other research that the 
overseer's house was ailuated on the river {Kershaw 
County Clerk of Court, DB Q pg. 106-107). Since no 
main house has been identi..&eJ in the records, it seems 
likely that during Duncan'• ownership he lived primarily 
in Camden and oame out to his plantation on}y on day 
trips. 
His orii!inal will, dated 1821, indicates that his 
wife would receive the Camden home (along with its 
•carriages and carriage horses plate kitohen and 
household kzuture" and 10 e\aves). He also ohaerved 
that he had hegun the COOBlruction of "a •urmner retreat 
for my family," and thatthis •Settlement and butldinge 
3 Kirkland and Kennady (l 905:I:Diagram 9) 
tlluemte the location of a number of early grants west and 
south of Camden along the Wateree. Either lliere lli an earher 
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igure 11. Portion of Mills' Atlas showing the project area in 1825. 
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would be •et aaide for the uee of hie wile. Situated west 
of McCord Ferry Road, ii seems likely that ii was being 
erected on a high, d.ry sandy spot safe from mosquitoes 
and the disease that aeemed to strike Camden. By his 
death in 1824 a codicil indicates that the residenoe 
"near McCord. ferry road" waa completed. Baaed on the 
available historic evidence it is likely that this settlement 
may have heen in the northwest quadrant of the study 
h:aol (Kemhaw County Clerk of Court, DB Q, I'll· 106-
107). 
The inventory of Duncan McRae' B estate 
reveal. that he owned 160 .African Americaoa, 
representing a very large eetale for this part of South 
Carolina and tealifying to hi. wealth and aucceBB on hi. 
W ateree Plantation.• In addition, the document reveals 
aornething of the aotivities which muel have been taking 
place on hi. properly. There are two slaves hated as 
• orippled; indioating the severity of plaotation life. 
There are also 11 individuals with the prefix, "old" such 
as "Old Saody" or "Old Nanoy, •which likely indicated 
that they were far paal "prime and of relatively little 
fmaoaial value. CrippJ.., end aged individuals account for 
about 8% of the total plantation population. 
More interesting are aeveral .African Americans 
whose names indi<Jate their ooaupa.tions, such as 
"Shoemaker Joe," "Carpenter Harry," and "Wagoner 
Moses." Also present in the hating waa 'a blacksmith, a 
hnoklayer, and a aecond carpenter. Cleady McRae's slave 
population reprasented a well-rounded aasorlment of 
skills. Also interasting are the several slaves with the 
prefix, "Guinea," likely indioating that they were 
Afrioans from that part of .Africa. Prior to the American 
Revolution only about 2.6% of the alavas originated in 
Guinea. Perhaps they were found in such large numbers 
on McRae' B plaotation aince they had aome familiarity 
with rice cultivation. 
In 1855 a marriage deed btween Iaabella Scota 
MoCrae aod her hueband, John McRae (a couein), placed 
the study tract lands in her hueband' s hands, with her 
brother John acting aa a truelee. 
4 fu near as we can Jmermme, tbis inventory aovers 
only tb. Camden estate. It;,. likely that a difbenl invenlmy 
would have be.n prepared for bis Georgetown land and sla""8. 
The property remained in the McRae family 
until 1882, when Cob MoRae, Iaahella Scola McRae, 
aod John McRae (the replacement exeoutom for the will 
of Duncan McRae) aold a number of different h:aclB 
totaling over 1,500 aorea (once all belonging to the 
original eetate) to Samuel Logan Lang (Kershaw County 
Clerk of Court, DB GG, pg. 548). 
The aale did not actually remove the properly 
from the McRae llne ainoe Lang waa actually a grand-
nephew (the grand.on of Thomas and Mary Lang and 
Marywaa a sister of Duncan MaRae). Unfortunately, ii 
aeems that Lang waa lesa a1Je lo manage the properly 
than previoue owners and by 1894 the parcel as sold off 
through two sheriff sales. 
What has beao called h:aot 3, encompassing 
547 aores, waa aold in March 1894 lo the Canadian-
Amerioan Mortgage True! Company (Kershaw County 
Clerk of Court, DB SS, pg. 302). This represenlB the 
upper or northern half of the atudy traol (as well as 
addiHonal lands not involved in thia study). Juet a few 
montha later, in May, T raols 4 and 5, totaling 549 
aoree, were sold in a sheriff's sale to the Scottish-
Amerioan Mortgage Company (Kershaw County Clerk of 
Court, DB SS, I'll· 295). This properly represented the 
southern portion of McRae's property. From thi. point 
in 1894 until the mid-twentieth century the properly 
remained aa parl of two parcels under different 
ownership. 
The Canadian-American Mortgage Company 
held the northern portion of the plantation until 1911, 
when it waa sold to E.C. Villepigue. From Villepigue the 
land passed through B.B. Clark and in 1922 waa 
purchased by H.H. Sinuns (Kershaw County Clerk of 
Court, DB AV, pg. 129). Simma held the property for 
about 20 yesrs, selling it in 1942 lo the Blaney Lumber 
Company (Kemhaw County Clerk of Court, DB CX, pg. 
76). It ia likely that the properly waa being farmed for 
most of ita hi.tory, al least until it entered lumber and 
timber company hands. 
In 1955, likely after the wood waa out horn the 
properly, Blaney Lumber sold the tract lo E.T. Bowen 
(Kershaw County Clerk of Court, DB EX, pg. 107). 
Bowen held the properly for not quite a year before 
selling ii to Williama Furniture Corp., the predeoesaor by 
merger to Georgia-Pacific (Kershaw County Clerk of 
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Court, DB EX, pg. 410). Willi= Furniture Company 
is often found as holder of swamp .md Hnilier l.mcla. 
Returning to the second tract, acquired in 1894 
by the Scottish-Americao Mortgage Compaoy, we find 
that tho ownerahip is similar, at least in the sense that it 
went through a numher of hancla, moat of whom 
proha1ly never farmed the properly and saw it only as ao 
investmenl 
The Scottish-American Mortgage Company 
sold the 549 aore tract in 1906 to Henry Savage aod 
George T. Little (Kershaw County Clerk of Court, DB 
NNN, pg. 792). This deed references the southern 
portion of the tract as nmnher 5, while Tract 4 was 
reported to he to the southeasl Unfortunately this is not 
a map or plat which cleady reveal. tho locaHon of th.,e 
different parcel.. Nevertheless, we are certain that the 
study tract was a portion of this larger parcel. 
Savage aod Little sold the laod a year and half 
later to Frank P. Wiley (Kershaw County Clerk of 
Court, DB PPP, pg. 176). Wiley held the laod far 
long~r, suggesHog that at the least he was renHog or 
leasing it, J he wasn't actively farming it liimBelf. In 
1923 he solJ the parcel to John Wiley (Kershaw County 
Clerk of Court, DB BO, pg. 482). Wiley subsequently 
sold the property to W.B. Boyle Compaoy aod, in 1956, 
Williams Furniture Compaoy purchased this tract as w.ll 
(Kershaw County Clerk of Court, DB EX, pg. 574). 
These parcels, therefore, are united again under 
the ownership of Williams Furniture CorporaHon In 
1956 and conHoued to be held hy Georgia-Pacific. In 
1986, however, they were sold to the Pinder Hill 
Associates {Kershaw County Clerk of Court, DB IY, pg. 
1589). Tb transfer included eight tracts with 1,361.82 
acres. An acoompenying plat {Kershaw County Clerk of 
Court, PB 37, pg. 2028) reveals that while the study 
tract is certainly included in the transfer, by this time 
there is little interest in any structures or history- the 
lraot is simply shown as acreage with a few limited roacla. 
Even an earlier, 1963 plat of the general area made by 
Williams Furniture Company fails lo reveal any details 
concerning the property, except to reveal that tho 
"McRae Estate Road" was slill. in use. This road is 
referenced in the 1824 will of Duncan McRae: 
it is my will and direoHon that forty 
24 
feet of the I.ind for the whole line 
between hy sons John and Powell. 
plantations shall be conunon lo hath 
plantations for a way out from tho 
river to the main road (Kershaw 
County Probate Court, Will Book l, 
pg. 1). 
Curiously, this road seems to he showo on relalively few 
maps, perhaps indicating that it was difficult lo detect 
uuless one was familiar with the properly. Regardless, it 
is ao important feature of the historic lanclacape. 
One of the earliest maps of the paroel which 
actually shows any structures is the 1 919 Kershaw 
County Soil Map (Figure 12). Tins reveals several 
lanclaoape features winch are of orinoal importance to our 
investigation. 
First and perhaps foremost, there is a very 
cleady defined plant.lion settleroent in the northern half 
of the trsct. Included are a row of six s!ruotures on the 
north side and an addiHonal three on the south side of a 
road which leacla to a nucleated •ettlement of four 
struchtree. Th.is appears to represenhi the remains of an 
antehelllllll plantation settlement, including the slave row 
and the main house aomplex. 
Second, the map reveals a poBBihle second row 
to the south, oonsisliug of four struotures to the north of 
the road, with perhaps one structure to the south. 
Finally, there are a large number of addinonal 
struotures scattered throughout the properly, hut 
espeaially in the southeastern aomer. These are likely 
posthellum tenant oaoupations, representing the 
dispersion of settlement °" the labor base chaoged. A 
careful inspection of the map reveals that there a.re at 
least 20 addinonal structure• scattered across the Pinder 
Hill l.mclaoape. 
By 1938, when the property was slill. in private 
hands and likely being farmed, the Hagood 15' 
topographic map reveals some major ahanges from the 
earlier 1919 view (Figure 13). We nolioe, for example, 
that the large number of tenant houses, found in 1919 
plan, are now largely gone. With the coming of the Great 
Depression and varioUB federal programs to reduce the 
number of tenants, especially in the South, it appears 
that many of the families left Pinder Hill. This suggests 
PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC BACK<!RO!JND 
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that many of the arohaeological manifestations of these 
early tenant houses will have very restricted dates and will 
W.ely not include a range of modem materiale that 
makes the study of many tenant ocaupations so 
troubling. 
In addition, there ;,, evidence that while the 
probable slave row and main settlement in the northern 
portion of the tract had fallen into dii!use, there was 
enough rem~ to continue to see, and understand, 
the land.cape features. There are still four structures 
north of the road and the main settlement consists of at 
least two buildings. ln addition, there are three "new" 
structures clustered in the southwest corner of two dirt 
aooess roads. On the remainder of the properly there are 
at least six additional buildings. 
Only four years later the War Department's 
Camden topographic map (Figure 14) reveale additional 
changes. The main settlement seeme to still be present, 
although there seems to be only one additional structure 
on the properly. This map, however, must be cautiously 
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interpreted. When we look at the available aerial 
photographs for the properly it appears that the War 
Department dramatically "simplified" the landeoape, 
leaving off most of the buildings. 
The first aerial photograph of the tract, taken 
in 1938 (USDA, ASCS, Kershaw County, PE 10-9), 
reveals a setting that is ahnost identical to the 1938 
topographic map. By 1949 the agricnltural land. were 
still the saroe, with the bulk of the tract open and 
cultivated. The number of structures ;,, likewise almost 
exactly the same. 
The 1950 General Highway Map for Kershaw 
County (Figure 15) provides a mid-oenlury glimpse of 
the properly, abhough it is depicted in an unusual 
manner. Adjacent lo McCord Ferry Road the map shows 
a block of 12 structures. This ;,, at odd. with every 
previous map, and the earlier aerial photographs, so we 
can only explain it as an unusual way to portray the 
structures that the cartographer found on the interior of 
the tract, away from the road. 
___________ PREHISTORIC AND HISTORIC BACKGROUND 
By 1964 there were eignilioant changes in the 
property. Although the cleared fields around the main 
eettlemeot were etill being roaiotaio.J, virtually all of the 
other fields had heen oonverled to pine foreete - a 
telling indicator of owoerehlp and eoonomio goal. 
(USDA, ASCS, Kershaw County, PE 4EE-188). By 
1975 the aerial photographe of the lraot (USDA, 
ASCS, Kershaw County, 45056 175-108), reveal even 
fewer open lraot. and no building. are vieihle (although 
they may be present under the oanopy). 
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RESEARCH STRATEGIES AND METHODS 
Introduction 
A. previously indicated, the primary goal. of 
this survey are to identify, record, and assess the 
significance of archaeological sites within the 60 acre 
traot. No major analytical hypotheses were created prior 
to the field wo.1 end data analysis. This research design 
proposed for this study is, es discUBSed by Goodyear et al. 
(1979:2), fundamenuJly explorative and explicative. 
The 50 acre tract was examined using a 
systematic intenaive survey methodology that examined 
the entire acreage for archaeological and historical 
resources. An archaeological survey was conducted using 
shovel tests placed at 100 foot interval. on tranaecte al.o 
spaced al 100 fool interval.. Aeeriee of 19 tranaecte 
were established end a total of 194 shovel tests were 
excavated. This count does not include close interval 
testing al the two sites. 
Al shovel tests ware approximately 0t1e-foot 
square and were excavated to s!eri.le subsoil, usually about 
1.0 to 1.5 feet below the surface. All eoil. were screened 
through :V ... inah mesh and soil profiles were recorded as 
appropriate, using Munsell eoil colors. All shovel tests 
were backfilled at the completion of the work. 
When evidence of archaeological sites· was 
encountered during ,hovel testing, the interval of the 
tests wilB deoreasecl, usually to 50 or oooas:iona.lly to 25 
foot intervals, to determine more accurate boundaries. 
Boundaries were also determined throngh looation of the 
extent of surface scatters. These boundaries were flagged 
when possible. Archaeological sites in this survey were 
defined as conaisting of multiple amfact occurrences. 
No isolated find. were located during this survey. Figure 
16 shows the various transect lines used in th;, study. 
Information was collected from each 8ite in 
order to complete site forms required by the South 
Carolina State Historic Preservation Office. Both 
archaeological sites were evaluated. for their potential 
significance and eligibility for inclusion on the National 
Register of Historic Places. 
Sites are for further work based on the 
ehg;l,ility criteria for the National Register of Historic 
Places. Chicora Foundation ouly provides an opinion of 
Na\ional Register elig;J,ility and the final determinalion 
is made by the Stete Historic Preservation Officer at the 
South Carolina Department of Archives and History. 
The criteria for eligibility to the National 
Regi•ter of History Places is deeorihed by 36CFR60.4, 
which states' 
the quality of significance in 
American history, architecture, 
archaeology, engineering, and culture 
is present in districts, sires, buildings, 
structt1reE1, and objects that possess 
integrity of location., design, seliin~ 
materials, workmanship, felling and 
association, and 
a. that are associated with events that 
have made a significant oontriliution 
to the broad patterns of our history; 
or 
b. that are aasociated with the lives of 
persons significant in our past; or 
o. that embody the distinctive 
charaoterieilics of type, period, or 
method of construction, or that 
represent the work of a master, or 
that po"'esa high artistic values, or 
that represent a significant and 
distingui,hahle entity whooe 
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F41ure 16. T ranseo!s in the 50 aore survey tract (haee map is USGS Lugoff). 
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components may lack individual 
Jistinal:ion; or 
d. that have yielded, or may be Wwly 
to yield, infonuation important to 
prehistory or history. 
National .R.gist.r BuHetin 36 (T ownaend et al. 
1993) prorides an evaluative proaess that contains five 
steps for forming a cleady defined explicit rationale for 
either the site's eJiiiiliility or looal of elig;J,ility. Briefly, 
these steps are: 
•identilloation of the site's data sets 
or aategoriea of a.rohaeological 
infonnation such as aeramios, li.thias, 
su1sistenae retUaine, architootural 
remains, or scl,surface features; 
•identilioation of the historic context 
applioa1le to the site, proriding a 
framework for, the evaluative prooess; 
•Identification of the important 
research questions the site might he 
able to address, given the data sets 
and the context; 
•Evaluation of the site' a 
arohaeolCJ!lical integrity to ensure that 
he data sets were suf&oient:1y well 
preserved to address the research 
questions; and 
•Identilication of important research 
questions among all of those which 
might he asked and answered at the 
site. 
This approach, of course, has been developed 
for use doanmenting eligilii.lity of sitas baing actually 
nominated to the National Register of History Places, 
where the evaluative prooess must stand alone, wilh 
relatively litile reference to other documentation and 
where typically only one site ta being considered. 
Laboratory Analysis 
The cleaning and analysis of artifacts was 
conducled in Columbia al the Chicora Foundation 
laboratories. These materials have been catalogued and 
accessioned for curation al the South Carolina lns!ilule 
of Archaeology and Anthropology, the cloeest regional 
repository. The site forms for the idenlified 
arohaeologioal sites have been filed wit'1 SCIAA. Field 
notes and photographic materials have ken prepared for 
curation using arcltival standards and will be transferred 
to SCIAA as soon as the project is cion1plete. Analysis 
of the collections followed profeseionally accepted 
standards with a level of intensity euitable to !he quantity 
and quality of the remains. 
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Introduation 
The intensive shovel resting of the 50 acre traot 
identified two sites, 38KE217 and 38KE218. Site 
38KE217 is looated in the eastern portion of the survey 
traat and extends past the survey boundary, while site 
38KE218 is located in the northweetem portion of the 
tract (Figure 17). 
Site 38Kil217 
Site 38KE217 is situated along the eaetem 
boundary of the survey tract, on a ridge top 2000 feet 
west of Gillies Ditch and 3000 feet eaet of U.S. 601, 
and adjacent to an un-narned dirt road that extends 
north (Figure 18). 
The site contains both snbeurfaoe and surface 
artifaate. The snbeurface component of the site covers 
a 300 foot by 175 foot area, defined throllJlh shovel 
teetlng (Figure 19). Surface artifacts cover a wider area, 
extending paet the survey boundary along an un-narn.d 
dirt road and on top of a ridge that elopes down to Gillies 
Ditch and Betty Neck Swamp (Figure 20). The site's 
· central UTM. coordinates are N529600 E782300. The 
elevation is 240 feet AM.SL. Vegetation at 38KE217 
consists of pinee and mixed hardwood.. 
Positive shovel tests were encountered on 
T raneeote 2, 3, and 4. Shovel testing intervals were 
decreased to 25 feet to determine the extent of the 
sukurl.ce remairul of the site. An additional 14 shovel 
teats were excavated between tranee<-'bl and produced 
three additional poeitive teats, which l1elped determine 
the bound.nee of the site. Thirty-seven of the 40 shovel 
tests produced small hrick fragment.. A total of 19 
artifaate were recovered from shovel testing (Table l). 
The shovel teat soile at eite 38KE2 l 7 belong to 
the Wagram sands seriee. These sotl. were a grayish 
brown (10YR5/2) eand from the surface to 
approximately eight inches below the surface. A light 
yellowish brown {10YR6/4) sand wae encountered from 
this depth to approximately 1.0-1.5 feet below the 
surface, were sterile sub.oil wae encountered. These eotl. 
do not appear to have been heavlly eroded. 
In e-Xamining the surroundWE area of the site, 
a surface scatter of arlifaots was determined to extend 
along the dirt roads to the north and eaet of the site and 
onto the adjacent ridge top. A random sample of 15 
surface artifact. wae collected from the general area of 
the site and includee whiteware fragment., arneth)'Bt 
botlle glase hagmenle, an aqua glass bottle fragment, and 
a yellowware fragment (Table 1). Other than the 
yellowware fragment, the only ceramics recovered. were 
undecorated. whiteware fragmenh!", which have -a mean 
aeramic date of 1860. These arlliacls, in aonjunal:ion 
w_it:h tb.e historic map researah, indicate that the site 
represents a late nineteenth to early twentieth aentury 
tenant site. 
The data eele identified during this survey 
include ceramic•, g\.,., an<! brick fragmenle. No 
architectural remains or features were enaounteted. 
during tit.is survey. No animal bones or ethnobotanioal 
remains were identified. at the site. Given the intensive 
level of shovel testing, it does not eeem likely that eite 
38KE217 is will produce data eete different from thoee 
that have already been reoovered. 
The historic ruape for the survey tract indicate 
that a number of tenant l10ueee were located in this area 
of tract. Theee houses, which appear on a 1919 map, 
are gone by the printing of a 1938 map. This elljlgeste 
that the site will moat likely have very restricted dates. 
There are a broad range of research questions that tenant 
sit.. are able to address, including questions examining 
the lives of Afrioan-Amerinan tenant farmers in Kershaw 
County. The proliferation of tenant houeee in the late 
nineteenth aentury indicates a ohange in the plantation 
labor system, generating a broad range of researoh 
questions examining the success of tenant fa.tming the 
changee in landscape at the tenant settlemenle, and 
interactions among tenant farmers, and between tenant 
fannera and land owners. 
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Figure 17. Portion of the Lugoff 7.5' USGS lopographio map showing the location of 38KE217 and 
38KE218. 
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Fill=• 18. View of 38KE217 to the north. 
In order to examine hfestyles of tenant fannere, 
a full range of hlsloric artifacts (incluJinii architectural 
artifacts, construction ha<dware, furniture hardware, 
personal artifacts, artifacts associated with food 
Table 1. 
procurement, such as fanning and fiehing artifacts) ie 
necessary, as iB --i-he presence of features to help identify 
locations of possible structures and modifications to the 
landscape. In addition, fauna.I and ethnobotanical 
Arlif.cts Reaove,,.d from 38KB217 
N175 N200 N200 N200 N200 N200 N200 N225 N300 
Arofaat Sur, E 'JOO EJOO !llZS EZOO E'l25 !l250 moo EZQO !l'lOO 
Undec. whlleware 8 1 1 1 1 2 
Blue trans. print wbileware 1 
Handpainted wbiteware 1 
Yellowwaru 1 
salqikeJ slonow.uo 1 1 1 
Milk glaoa 1 
Arcethysl bottle gb.. 4 1 
Aqua bottle gla.. 1 1 
Clear bo\lJe glass 1 1 1 
Window glass 1 2 
Iron kllle fragmenl 1 
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RESULTS OF SURVEY 
remains would be necessary to understand the tenant 
farmers' lifestyles. These researoh questions however, 
require a broader range and higher density of data than 
we have recovered from site 38KE217. 
The low density of subsurface remains and the 
absenCle of arohi.teotural remains and features indiaatea 
that the site is no! able lo address significant research 
questions. It appears very unlikely that the site has the 
ability to provide the data sets necessary in order to 
address these questions. The site appears to have very 
few subsurface remains, further reducing the potential to 
reaover in situ remains. 
AE a result, we recommend this site as not 
eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic 
Places and recommend no further management work. 
3BKE218 
Site 38KE218 is located in the northweetern 
portion of this 50 acre survey tract. It sits atop a ridge 
that gradually slopes to the south, approximately 400 
feet from U.S. 601. The central UTM coordinates for 
the site are N528900 E3782400. 
Site 38KE most W.ely represents a late 
nineleenth lo early 
twentieth century 
tenant site. The 
site contains both 
surface and 
Bubsurface 
remains, with the 
majority of the 
reaovered arlifaots 





from shovel tests 
on T ranseot 13 
{Figure 21). The 
surface arlifacts 
however, covered 
an area of 275 feet 
by 575 feet, and 
exlended norlh 
outside of the survey boundary. A mbund of out trees 
and earth was located on T ranee cl 13 and the heaviest 
concentration of surface artifacts and briok was located 
on the eastern side of th.is mound {Figure 22). It is 
possible that the remains of a tenant house were 
bnllcozed and pushed to this looalion. 
Out of 34 shovel tests excavated in the area of 
the site, only four contained arlifacts, while brick 
fragments were recovered from 30 of the shovel lests. 
Eleven arnfaol:a were recovered from these shovel tests, 
shown in Table 2. The undecorated whlleware has a 
mean ceramic date of 1860, and the blue transfer print 
whlleware has a mean ceramic date oE 1848. Cut nails 
were manufactured afler 1790. These arlifaots date the 
site to the late nineteenth and early twentielh oentu:cy. 
The soile Eor these shovel testa, wh.ich belong lo 
the Wagram sands series, consisted of approximately 1.0 
foot of a grayish brown {10YR5/2) sand. A lighl 
yellowish brown {10YR6/4) sand was encountered from 
th.is depth to approximately 1.5 feet below the surface, 
were sterile suhsotl was encountered. While tbese soi.la 
do not appear to have been heavily eroded, the 
surrounding area has ken olear out. 
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Fig"!'• 21. Map of site 38KB218. 
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RESULTS OF SURVEY 
Table2. 
Arlilam. Recoverad hom 38KB218 
MJfact SutlaoJe STl ST2 8T3 
Undeo. wbirewa1e 2 2 1 
Molded undec. wbit.wara 1 
Blue transfer print wbi~e 1 1 
Handpainted blue poroelain 1 
Saltgk.J stoneware 1 1 
Cobalt bottle gl.s, 1 
Amethyst bottl. glaa. 2 1 
Aqua bottle gks. 3 
Clear bottle glae. 1 
Window glae. 2 1 
Melted glae. fragwont 1 
Cut natl 1 
A total of 16 arlibtals were eurlaae aolleated 
from the area of the artilaat oonaenl:ration eaet of the 
mound of lreee, also listed in Table 2. The eutlaae 




12 and 14 and eoutb down the elope of the 
ridge. Briok fragments were also noted in 
the area of the surface scatter. 
Historic map research euggesl:s that 
twentieth century tenant or farm sites were 
localed in tin. general area. Sile 38KE218 
represents one of these sites. AB previously 
mentioned, there are a nurn.ber of researoh 
queeUons applicable to tenant sites, 
including questions that examine the 
hleetyle of tenant fannere, and land.cape uee 
by tenant fanners. 
In order to address signifi.oant 
research questions about tenant farmer 
lifeetyles, a number of dala eels are requixed. 
These ioalude a range of arl:ifaots, suah as 
ooramic, glass, and metal kitchen arli.faots, 
arahiteahu:al and construction hardware artifaobl, 
personal and clothing il:eme, storage items, took, and 
mieoellaneOUB hardware arlifaots. A eite oapahle of 
answering ~cant research quealions will also contain 
Figure 22. View of eile 38KE218 to the north, ebowing the mound of treee and earth. 
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features, evidenoe of food remains, suoh as 
elhnobotanioal and fauna.I remains, and evidence of 
arohiteotural remains. Sue1h a site will also have intact 
sulmu.face remains and the po.,ibility of in situ 
subsurfaoe remains. 
Data eels at site 38Kl3218 include ceramic and 
gl .. s kitchen arlifacls, and arohitectural arlifacls 
includi.n,i a nail and window glass fragments. The site 
does not contain other data sets euoh as oonstruotion 
hardware, personal or clothing artifacts, storage, tooL or 
miscellaneous hard.ware arafaots. There is also no 
evidence of subsistence remains, such as faunal or 
ethnobotanioal remains. No arohitectural remains were 
recovered or noted during intensive shovel testing. 
Soil. in the area of testing do not appear to be 
eroded, and appear to be intact. However, the low 
density of subsurface remains suggests that site 
38KE218 does not have the data sets necessary to 
answer significant research questions, and does not have 
the potential for in situ features. In addition, bulldozing 
of the area may have affected the integrity of the site. 
Figure 23. View of MoCord Ferry Road lo the south. 
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For these reasons, we recommend the site as not eligible 
for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places 
and no further management work is recommended. 
Other Resources 
In addition to the two sites located during 
shovel testing, McCord Ferry Road is another oultural 
resouroe located. within the survey b:aal. Historic map 
and arohival researoh indicates that this road was in 
existence at least by 1821, when it was mentioned. in 
Duncan McRa's will. The road shows up on several 
hi.toric maps from the nineteenth oentury, and is slill on 
current maps. 
McCord Fe~ Road nms through the middle of 
the survey tract {see Figure 17) and is aocessibk from a 
dirt road that runs roughly perpendicular lo il The road· 
is in good condition and is still in use today {Figure 23). 
Presumably, the landscape surrounding the road h .. 
ohanged, although the road itself probably has nol 
Hiatoric maps indicate that a nwnher of 
RESULTS OF SURVEY 
aeoondary road. conneoted to McCord Ferry Road and 
an unusual 1950 map (aee Figure 15 io Prehistorio and 
His!oria Background} shows 12 struchtres located 
adjacent to the road, which were probably located io the 
ioterior of the tracl McCord Ferry Road has most hlely 
been extensively used over the year, for traffic traveling 
lo and from the plantation and sununer home of 
Dllllcan McRa, io the pootbellum by freedmen \iviog io 
the area, and io the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries by tenant farmers. Thia road has been an 
important part of the antebellum, pootbel!um, and late 
nineteenth and twentieth century land.cape, and may 
remaio one of the few unchanged land.cape components 
still io existence today io the survey tract. 
Sununarr 
Intensive shovel testing at a 50 acre tract of the 
P"wdar Hill Plantation located two hlatoric tenant sites, 
38KE217 and 38KE218., These two sites are 
recommended. as not eligible for inolusion on the 
Na ti on al Register of Historic Places, and no further 
management work is suggested for these sites. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The 50 aore portion of the proposed 364 acre 
tract for the Heritage Industrial Park was investigated 
nsing intensive shovel testing. The eurvey was conducted 
using transects epaoed at 100 feet, with ehovel teats 
excavated at 100 foot interval. along the transeols. 
When positive shovel tesla were encountered, tb.e spacing 
of ehovel tests dropped to 50 or 25 foot intervale. 
The survey tract is located in Kerehaw County 
in the Coastal Plain. The topography is characterized by 
gently rolling h;ll, formed by the area once being the 
coaet\ine of South Carolina. The tract is forested with 
pines and mixed hardwoods, and much of the eurvey tract 
was once cultivated. The nearest drainage is Gillies 
Ditch to the east of the tract. 
A. a reault of this archaeological survey, two 
historic !enact sites were located and recorded. Site 
38K6217 dates to the late nineteenth to early twentieth 
century aod contains both eurface and subsurface 
components. This ;ite is located on the eastern edge of 
the eurvey bouodary aod appeare lo extend further east. 
A total of 34 arnfaote were recovered from the eite, 
including arlifs.ots collected from the surface. The Bite 
has a low density of sub.urface remains and most likely 
does not have the potential for in situ remains or 
features. The site has not demonstrated the ability to 
answer significant resea.roh questions, and ie therefore 
recommended as not eligible for inclusion on the 
National Register of Historic Placee. No further 
management work is recommended for eite 38K6217. 
Site 38KE218 is located in the northweetem 
portion of the survey tract on a ridge top adjacent lo 
U.S. 601. TIU. Bite is also a late nineteenth to early 
twentieth century tenant site that contains both surface 
and subeurface remains. A total of 27 artifacts were 
reoovered from the eite from both ehovel testing aod 
eurfaoe collecting. Site 38K6218 displayed a low deneity 
of artifacts al the eite, a lack of evidence for integrity, 
and no demonetrated ability lo answer eijlnilicant 
research questions. For these reasons, eite 38KE218 is 
recommended as not eligible for inclusion on the 
National Register of Historic Places and no further 
management work is recommended. 
It ie possible that archaeological remains may 
1e encountered. in the survey tract during constroclion. 
Conetruotion crews ehould be advised to report aoy 
discoveries of concentrations of artifaote (such as bottles, 
oeramios, or projectile points) or brick rubble to the 
project e"llineer, who should in turn report the material 
to the South Caro~na State Historic Preservation 
Office or to t:he client's archaeologist. No coneb:ualion 
should take place in the vicinity of theee late diecoveries 
unHl they have been examined by an archaeologist. 
Previous IU.torioal research into the larger 364 
acre tract of the proposed Heritage Industrial Park 
examined the tract's potential for both prehlstoric and 
historic Biles (Trinkley 1999). While no prehistoric eitee 
were found in this 50 acre porHon of the tract, it is atill 
possible that prehiatoric sites will be located in the 
remaining area of the larger 364 acre lract. 
A number of historic sites were projected. for 
the larger 364 acre tract including an antebellum 
summer home, n1ain eeillement, plantation outbuildings, 
and elave rows, poetbelllllll freedmen homea, and late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century tenant sites. 
While remains of the earlier antebell= and postbellum 
silee were not located during the eurvey of the 50 acre 
portion of the tract, il is likely that these sites are located 
outside of the current survey boundary, and will moat 
likely be located during any additional intensive eurvey 
work that ie undertaken in the r001aining aree of the 
tracl If development i• to proceed in the other areas of 
the 364 acre trac~ additional investigations, euch as 
intensive shovel testing, are recommended in order to 
locate and evaluate the antebellum and poetbelllllll sitee 
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